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ABSTRACT: The legal norms which compose the branch of private international law 

acquire special balances in the context of contemporary society, finding their 

applicability in countless hypotheses. Observing their internationalization and 

unification movement, we aim to make a brief incursion into the science of private 

international law. The current paper aims to study the field and the specific method of 

the subject.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The science of private international law is characterized by a rare complexity, 

stemming from the specificity of its study topic, respectively its vast and heterogeneous 

character of legal relations with elements of foreignness (Antonescu, 1934), which 

materialized in the context of the contemporary society. This offers “a new dimension of 

the person's movement, (…) unleashing the person, allowing him to escape from the pen 

of the national legislator, giving him the possibility of choosing the applicable law.” 

(Popescu, 2019) 

The issue of which law will govern the legal relationship between citizens belonging 

to different states, concerning goods located abroad, or contracts enacted under foreign 

legislation must always be resolved a priori to investigating the differences between the 

two legal systems. The juridical norms that comprise the branch of private international 

law tackle this area law, offering solutions with regards to the competent authority 

entitled to hear the case, identifying the applicable legislation, checking the compatibility 

of the foreign law with the legal order of the state in which it is to be applied and the 

limits and contents of the foreign provisions. 

Throughout the literature it has been appreciated that private international law 

"appears to us as a science of conflict of laws in space, in the broadest sense of this 

notion, a science of conflicts and controversy in which any principle has its relativity 

embedded in the norm by which it is consecrated and from which springs the relativity 
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